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Children will want to read about our first president while discussing the presidential elections.
This is the ninth book in the New York Times bestselling biography series that inspires while it
informs and entertains. (Cover may vary) George Washington was never afraid to be the first to
try something, from exploring the woods around his childhood home to founding a brand new
nation, the United States of America. With his faith in the American people and tremendous
bravery, he helped win the Revolutionary War and became the country’s first president.This
friendly, fun biography series inspired the PBS Kids TV show Xavier Riddle and the Secret
Museum. One great role model at a time, these books encourage kids to dream big. Included in
each book are: • A timeline of key events in the hero’s history • Photos that bring the story
more fully to life • Comic-book-style illustrations that are irresistibly adorable • Childhood
moments that influenced the hero • Facts that make great conversation-starters • A virtue this
person embodies: George Washington's courage to set off a new course is highlighted
here. You’ll want to collect each book in this dynamic, informative series!

About the AuthorBrad Meltzer is the New York Times bestselling author of Heroes for My Son,
Heroes for My Daughter, The Lincoln Conspiracy, and a number of suspense novels like The
Lightning Rod. He also helped find the missing 9/11 flag with his History Channel television
show Brad Meltzer’s Lost History. He lives in Florida with his wife and their three children. (And
did you know that a picture of Brad is hidden in every book in this series?)Christopher Eliopoulos
began his illustration career at Marvel Comics, and has worked on thousands of comics,
including his own Cow Boy and Franklin Richards: Son of a Genius. He is the author and
illustrator of the picture books The Yawns Are Coming! and The Giggles Are Coming! and the
graphic novels Cosmic Commandos and Monster Mayhem. He lives in New Jersey with his wife
and their college-graduate twin sons (who also make an appearance in each Ordinary People
Change the World book).
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Jill M, “Kids enjoyed it. My daughter said my granddaughter and grandson really enjoyed this
book”

otamy, “Concepts to Consider. Things to know:Talks about father dyingConcepts of rich vs
poorConcepts of war and narrowly escaping bullets in GW vest.War struggles (no food, no
having shoes or proper clothing for conditions, solders dying).I feel it is good to know these up
front so you can choose if your child is ready for the concepts or be ready to discuss them if they
open dialog about them.We love this series. They always have positive messages. This one talks
about:Being the first to do something (hard because no one before you yo show you the way, but
also beautiful and rewarding)Being a Leader (about taking care of others, bravery, strength
etc)Perseverance (losing a war, not getting voted for first time etc. But having growth mind set to
learn from the situation).PlusIt tells about history of George Washington in a fun way that my
child loves.”

Dianna Hensley, “Book in kindergarten classroom. As a teacher I’m always looking for fun history
books to read aloud. My kids absolutely love these books.”

Cecilia D, “My daughter loves reading it over and over. I got it for my daughter when she was
5yo. She enjoyed me reading it to her because George Washington was also discussed in
school as part of the Presidents of the US. She is 7yo and can read it by herself now and she
still likes reading it and even her classmates enjoyed some bit of history.”

JBourne, “Fantastic books to introduce young readers to biographies. LOVE THEM!!!. We love
these books. My son started reading them in Kindergarten and they have really fed his
fascination for the Presidents and other historical figures. The illustrations are fantastic and they
are just the right tone to really capture the attention of young children. The stories shared are
interesting for both children and adults. I also really like that there are positive characteristics
described and emphasized throughout to really showcase why these are important people and
give examples to pattern after. Well done! Between Amazon and Scholastic reading club, I think
we finally finished getting the sets. We even had to get a second copy of the Abraham Lincoln in
hardback because we loved it so much and could have his Kindergarten teacher write a note in
it for a special collection of his favorite books from each year. These books easily made his
favorite list and mine.  Thank you!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Wonderful books for children. We love these books. My son is 6 years
old. We’ve been collected these titles for the last year and have every one in the set. He asks to
read a different one every night and is learning to read them on his own. They are very
educational and also entertaining. It’s amazing how much he has learned about Rosa Parks, Jim



Henson, and all of the subjects of the books. He went as Jackie Robinson for book character
day because, in his words, Jackie was so brave and a hero. His kindergarten teacher told me
they were talking about differences and he started telling all his classmates about Gandhi.
Amazing! These books have a great message and should be in everyone's library.”

Justin, “Not woke !! Solid kids book. Solid book for kids. Did not show bias or woke
history.....Some words were tough for my five year old but she enjoyed reading about our first
president. Parents need to watch over their kids education and not allow marxist teachers to
influence them.”

stephan, “Quality biography for children!. “I am George Washington” is a good biography with
interesting facts. My granddaughter enjoyed learning about the life of our country’s first
president.  Most children ages 5 to 8 will enjoy this book.”

Djilly L., “Excellent book, brilliant series. These are great super well-presented books that are
excellent for children of all ages and entertaining for adults as well. Our 10-year old daughter has
a passion for famous historical characters. And she prefers to read about a wide range of them
and through this get to know about different historic era’s as well. She has read a lot about the
obvious female heroes like Florence Nightingale, Frida Kahlo, Madame Curie ect. However she
really likes to know more about other people that she has heard of. So this range of books with
its wide selection of topics is great, she has already the version abbot Leonardo DaVinci, Neil
Armstrong, Walt Disney and Abraham Lincoln.But of course its is mostly about the adorable
cartoon style nature of these little books and how the relative simplicity of the storylines perfectly
captures the essence of the topic. Simply brilliant. The 40-page book is very colourful and
comes with a durable hard cover. For now our daughter has read it but she is also reading it to
her younger brother. And invariably its leads to little discussions and questions about the topics
afterward, which is invaluable. Like in most modern cartoon movies, these books are full
moralising themes and the storylines mostly centre around these. In the George Washington
book it is all about leadership, endurance and pioneering in new directions.We’re clearly big fans
of the series , our little precious collection is growing and we look forward to a few more of these
soon.”

a. mommy, “Great nonfiction for kids. My kids aged 5-10 love this series”

The book by Sy Montgomery has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 910 people have provided feedback.
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